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Polar cod (Boreogadus saida) were caught frequently during bottom-trawl surveys 
in the autumns of 1978-1993 on the continental shelf off southern Labrador and eastern 
Newfoundland. An analysis of length compositions revealed that the majority of these 
polar cod ivere of ages 1 and 2. The minimum trawlable biomass ,vas low in 1978-1984 , 
but higher on average and more variable in 1985-1993. During 1978-1990 most of the polar 
cod were caught on Hamilton Bank and the coastal shelf off southern Labrador and 
northeastern Newfoundland, with smaller numbers on western Funk Island Bank and 
southward to the Avalon Channel. An eastward shift in 1991-1993 is discussed in relation 
to the possible influence of changes in abundance and distribution of a potential 
competitor (capelin) and two predators (Atlantic cod and harp seals), and a decline in 
,vater temperature. 

e Introduction 

The polar cod (Boreogadus saida), a small circumpoiar gadid known as the Arctic 
cod in North America, is important in the transfer of energy from zooplankton (and urider
ice biota) to a variety of fish, seabirds and marine mammals in the Arctic Ocean and, cold 
regions of adjacent seas (Frost and Lowry, 1981; Bradstreet, et al.; 1986; Welch et al., 1992). 
In the western Atlantic it occurs as far south a!? the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence and the 
southern Grarid Bank (Scott and Scott, 1988). It is common off southern Labrador and 
eastern Newfoundland, where it is eaten by Atlantic cod, Gadus inorhua (Lilly, 1991), 
Greenland halibut, Reinhardtius hippoglossoides (Bo,vering and Lilly, 1992), seabirds, 
including murres, Uria lomvia (Elliot, et al., 1990) , and seals, particularly harp seals, Phoca 
groenlandica (Sergeant, 1973; Lawson, et al., 1993). 
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There has been no directed fishery for polar cod in the northlvest Atlantic, although
a small bycatch was reported in the Romanian capelin fishery in 1979 (Maxim, 1980).
There have been no attempts to obtain re1iabh~ measurcs of polar cod abundance, but
information on distribution and relative abundance is available from bottom-trawl surveys
conducted from northem Labrador to the southem Grand Bank. Lear (1979) reported very
large schools on Saglek Bank (northem Labrador ShelO iri 1978, but such large schools
were not found in subsequent years (lear and Bowering, 1985). Pol'ircod alsooccur on
the plateaus of other banks along the Labrador Shelf, toward the coast on the Northeast
Newfoundland Shelf, and on the northem Grand Bank. Most fish are caught in areas
where cold water extends to bottom. Relative abundance and average size of individuals
decrease from north to south (lear, 1979).

Estimates of biomass have been derived froin the bycatches in trawl surveys
conducted in 1978-1981 off northem arid central labrador (lear arid Bowering, 1985) arid in
1977-1984 off southem Labrador and eastem Ne\vfoundland (lear and Baird, 1985). These
estimates are considered minimal because the semi-pelagic behaviour of polar cod may
reduce their vulnerability tri bottom trawls arid their small size may allow them 10 pass
through the mesh.

The purposes of this paper are to extend the biomass estimates to 1993, to
determine if annual variability in biomass is caused by variability in year-dass strength,
and to cxamine the distribution of polar cöd in greater detail than in previous stüdies. .

, .

Methods

Studyarea

The tra\vl survey area in Northwest AtIantic Fisheries Organlzation (NAFO)
Divisions 2J, 3K and 3l (Fig. 1) covers the southem labrador Shelf, the Northeast
Newfoundland Shelf, thc northem Grand Bank, and the adjacent continental slope to ci
maximum depth of 1000 m. The continental shelf in this area is broad and much of it is
deep. Hamilton Bank at the southern end of the Labrador Shelf has an extensive plateau.
less than 200 m in depth, whereas Belle Isle Bank and Funk Island Bank on the Northeast
Newfoundland Shelf have only small areas shallower than 200 m. Grand Bank in the
south has an extensive area betwcen 100 and 200 m. Depths greater than 400 m occur in
the saddles northwest of Hamilton Bank and between Hamilton Bank and Belle Isle Bank,
and in basiris landward of Belle Isle Bank arid Funk Island Bank.

A prominent oceanographlc feature of the shelf is the presence in summer of a
Cold Intermediate Layer (CIl) with temperatures of less tlian 0° C extending to about 200
m (Pctric, ct aL, 1988). This CIL~ which is dcepest arid coldest toward the coast, decreases
in volume and increases in temperatüre during the autumn. Nevertheless, bottom
temperatures beIm" 0° C were foürid in depths of about 100-200 m during the autumn
trawl surveys in many years, especially on Grand Bank (CoIbourne, 1993). Maximum
bottom temperatures in the survey area are usually about 4° C.
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SUrVeys

. Polar eod were caught during random-stratified bottom trawl surveys designed to
assess the biomass of demersal fish during October-December 1978-1993 (Table 1).. All .
surveys in Divisions 2J and 3K were conducted with the 74 m stern trawler R.V. 'Gadus
Atlantica'. Surveys in Division 3L were conducted with the 51 m side trawler R.V. 'A. T.
Cameron' arid the sister 50 m stern trawlers R.V. 'Wilfred Templernan' and R.V. 'Alfred
Needler'. There were no autumri surveys in Division 3L in 1978-1980 and 1984. The
'Gadus Atlantica', 'Wilfred Templeman' and 'Alfred Needler' dcployed an Engel-145 trawl,
whereas the 'A; T. Cameron' deployed a Yankee 41-5 trawl. In all instarices, a 29 mrn
meshliner was inserted in the codend. Tows lvere made at 3.5 knots for 30 min at each
fishing station, andeatehes from the fe\v tows of duration other than 30 min lvere
appropriately adjusted. No adjustments \vere made for possible between-vessel .
differences in catching efficiency. Additional details regarding arcas and locations of .
strahl. and changes in survey pattern are provided by Bishop ct al. (1993), Lilly and Davis
(1993) and Bishop (1994). The most notable change in survey coverage was thc addition of
depths between 100 and 200 m in northwestern Division 3K (St. Anthony Shelf and Grey
Islands ShelO in 1984 and subsequent years. Fishing in all Divisions and years was
eoriducled on a 24-h basis.

Assignment of ages

Polar cod lvere measured to the nearest 1 cm fork length. The combined cateh at
length lvithin each year generally revealed two dominant modes at approximately 11-13 cm
and 16-18 cm (Fig. 2). Assignment of ages 1 arid 2 to these modes is consistent lvith
lengths at age detennined by counting annuli in otoliths (Wells, 1980) arid with the
progression of modes in length-frequendes of catches taken at varicius limes of the ycar
(Lear, 1979). A mode at 7-8cm, lvhich was prominent only in 1979, was assumed to
represent age-O, and fish longer than the age-2 mode were eombined into a fourth group
(ages 3+). Modal groups \vere usually easier to distinguish in catches from hidividual sets
than iri the combined cateh (Fig. 2). Thendore, individmil fish were assigned to ages 0, 1,
2 and 3+ on thri basis of visual inspection of the 1E~ngth eomposition of the e<lteh from each
in~ividua~ tow. Minimum values, betlveen adjaeent modes, were divided equally behveen
age groups.

In seime years, there were a lew hauls in lvhieh the number of polar eod caught ,was'
recorded but not their lengths. In such instances, it ivas assumcd that the age composition
of theimmeasured catch was identical to the age composition of the eombined catches of
other hauls iri the same stratum or adjacent strata. Lengths were not available for 195
polar cod from 26 hauls in Division 3L in 1992. In this case, thc age composition of each
catch lvas assumed to be identical to the age eomposition of the combincd eatehes from all
other hauls in Division 3L in 1992.

. 1
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Estimation of biomass and numbers at age

The biomass of polar cod in each stratum was estimated as

where \Vhi is the lveight (kg) of polar cod in set i (i = 1, 2, •.., nh) in stratum h, A h is the
area of stratum h, and a is the area sampled by a standard tow (estimated to be 4.58 x 104

m2). The biomass in each Division was obtained by summing over strata. Numbers at age
were estimated in the same way.

Distributions

The geographie distributions of polar cod catches are presented in expanding
symbol plots in order to provide visual information on annual changes' in spatial
distribution of fishing stations, among-station variability in catch of polar cod, and the
.relationship between fish distribution and bathymetry.

Results

During the period 1978-1993, polar cod were caught in 40% of the 4010 sets in
Divisions 2J3K and 28% of the 2042 sets in Division 3L (Table 1). The percentage
occurrence varied from 12% to 60% in Divisions 2J3K and from 12% to 50% in Division 3L.
Catches were usually smalI. The niedian catch, in hauls \vhere polar cod were recorded,
was less than 1 kg in every year, and the 95th percentile exceeded 10 kg only in 2 years in
Divisions 2J3K. The maximum catch was 100 kg.

The minimum trawlable biomass varirid from 225 t to almost 6000 t (Fig. 3). It was
relatively low «2000 t) in 1978-1984, but fluctuated considerably in 1985-1993, with 3 years
(1985, 1989, and 1993) in excess of 4000 t. In some years (eg. 1981, 1985) most of the
biomass was found in Division 2J, whereas in other years (eg. 1988, 1989) most was in
Division 3K. The biomass in Division 3L was less than 300 t in 1981-1991, hut increased to
740 t in 1992 and 1290 t in 1993. .

Most of the polar cod caught during these surveys were age-l or age-2 (Fig. 4).
Age-O polar cod lvere" found in abundance only in 1979, \vhen four targe catches were
obtained on central Hamilton Bank. The abundance of age-1 polar cod was about 50
million or less in all ycars except 1985, 1988, and 1991-1993. Thc abundance of age 2 fish
was about 40 million or less in all years except 1985 and 1989, and the abundance of ages
3+ was about 4 million or less in all years except 1984. It is difficult to determine the
relative strength of year-c1asses, because age-O fish were seIdom caught in the boUom
trawl and ages could not be distinguished beyond age-2. However, it appears that the
1981, 1983, 1984, 1987 and 1990-1992 year-c1asses may have been strong, with 1987 being
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the strengest. Determination of rehilive year-class strength may be further hampered by
annual variability in eatehability or distribution. For example, ages 1, 2 and 3+ were all
relatively strang in 1985.

'fhe distribution of poiar eod in Divisions 2J, 3K and 3L is iiIustrah~d with the
eatehes at ages 1 and 2 in selected years (Fig., 5). In years prior to 1991, most polar eod
lvere eaught on Hamilton Bank and the coastal shelf eff southern Labrador and
noi-theastern Newfoundland. Age-1 fish were oHen ca';lght in large numbers in the "
ehannel just west of Funk Island Bank and on the western side of tlle bank, but age-2 fish
were mueh less abundant in this area. Polcir eod were also found in Division 3L,
partieulary in the northwest and in thc AvalonChanne1. Polar eod were seldom eaught on
southeastern Hamilton Bank, ein Belle Isle Bank, arid on riorthern and eastern Funk Island
Bank;. In i991-1993 the distributiori expanded further to theeast, -lvith larger and more
frequent eatehes oeeurring on southeastern Hamilton Bank, Belle Isle Bank, northeasterri
Funk Island Dank, and the northem and northeastern slopes of Grand Bank. Catehes were
small in the relatively few hauls coriducted close to the eoast off northeastern
Newfoundland.

Discitssion

The stock stnicture of polar eod in the northwest AlIanlIe ~s not known. Most of
the individuals eaptured during the bottom-tralvl surveys off southern Labrador and
northeastern Newfoundland were cif ages 1 or 2. Large eatehes of age-O polar eod were
obtained only in 1979. However, lcirge numbers of age-O p~lar eod have been found, at
least during some years, during acoustie surveys designed to estimate the biomass of
eapelin, Mallotus villosus (Miller, 1979). Catches of older eod (ages 3+) in the bottom':'
trawl surveys were smalI. As reported by Lear (1979) andWells (1980), larger arid older
polar eod lvere very- abundant and dominated eatehes ,on thc northern Labrador Shelf in
the late 1970s. Most of thci adult stock may residci in this area or even further north.
Spawning mayaIso occur pdrriarily in the north, although spa\vning sites have not been
positively identified. Early life history stages may be advected southlvard in the Labrador
Current to the southern Labrador arid Northeast Newfoundland Shelves, where the young
eod may live for 1 or 2 years before returning north. On the other hand, there maybc
local spa\vning at various sites along the coast of Labrador and eastern Newfoundland.
Most iriformation on spawning of polar eod relates to Russian waters (eg. Barenkova, et
a1., 1966; Rass, 1968), and additional study is required to ideritify times arid loeations of
spawning and to elticidate stock structure in the north\vest Atlantie.

Thc biomass and abundanee of polar eod in the study area was lo\v during the late
1970s and early 1980s, but became higher on average and more variable from the mid
19805 to the early 1990s. This pattern is not in agreement with the scenario posed by
Vesin, et al. (1981), who postulated that the decline in eapelin biomass in the late 1970s
should have made large quantities of zooplanktonavailable to other planktivores, such as
polar eod, and improved their growth and/or recruitrrient. As evidence, they cited the
unusual oeeurrcnee of small polar eod in the capelin fishery (Maxim, 1980) and the
obserVations of large eoneentrations of polar eod during eapelin acoustic surveys '"
conducted by Russia in 1978 (Seliverstov and Serebrov, 1979) and by üinada in 1978 arid
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1979 (Miller, 1979; Carscadden and MilIer, 1980). However, the catches during bottom
trawl surveys did not reach high levels until 1985 and 1988-1989, by which time the capelin
had recovered to a relatively high level (Lilly, 1994a; MilIer, 1994). There is thus no dear
cvidence of a reciprocal relationship between capelin abundance and polar cod abundancc.
Lilly (1991) drew the same condusion based on the quantHies of polar eod found in
Atlantic cod stomachs. It is possible that the ,high abundance of juvenile polar cad
observed off southern Labrador and northeastern Newfoundland in the late 1970s was
reIated to thc \rcry largc numbers of adult polar cad found on thc northern Labrador ShcIf
at the same timc. '

The relatively high abundance of polar cad in many years since the mid-1980s may
bc related to the cold water temperatures which have prevailed since the early 1980s ,
(Coibourne, et a1., 1994). Cold ,vater temperatures nuiy enhance survival of young fish in
the study area and may encaurage the south\\Tard movemEmt of polar cod from north of the
study area. Thc potential infIucnce of lvater temperature on abundance of polar cod
requires additional study.

Polar cod werc found further to thc east in 1991-1993 than in previous years.
Because catches near the coast in Division 3K were srriaIl, it is possible ·that there was an
eastward shift in distribution, rather than simply an expansion to the east. This change in
distribution may be related to changes in distribution arid abundance of potential
eompetitors (notably capeliri) and predators (especially Atlantic cod and harp seals).

The abundance of eapelin, as estimated during acoustic survcys on the sheIf
environment of Divisions 2]3K, dedined to very low levels in the 19905 (Miller, 1994), and
their distribution within Divisions 2J3K shifted from the narth and west to thc sautheast
(LilIy, 1994a,b; MilIer, 1994). Although a detailed comparison of thc distributions of
eapelin and polar cod in the 1980s has not been coriducted, it is dear from distribution
plots presented in this paper and in Lilly (1994a) that polar eod and capelin overhip
considerably, with polar cod being more corifiried to western Hamilton Bank and the
coastal sheIf off southern Labrador and eastem Newfoundland. It is possible that polar
cod compete with capelin for food, and moved to the east as competition from capelin was
relaxed. Therc is no information on annual variability in the abiuidanee and distribution
of the ealanoid copepods, hyperiid amphipods, and olher pelagic irivertebrales which are
prey for both capelin (Chan and Carscadden, 1976) and polar eod (LilIy, 1980) in ihis area.

The abundance of Atlantic eod dedined dramatically in the laie 1980s and 1990s
(ßishop, et a1., 1993; Taggart, cl a1., 1994), and their distribution at the time of thc sUrVcys
became reduced to the outer sheIf (ßishop, ct a1., 1993; Lilly, 1994). Because Atlantic cod is
a predator on polar eod (Lilly, 1991), a second possible explanation for the eastward shift
in polar cod distribution is reduced prcdation pressure from Atlantic cod.

Polar cod was thc major prey of harp seals on the coastal side of thc shelf off
soulhern Labrador and norlheastern Newfoundland in the 1990s (Lawson et aL, 1993).
There are anecdotal reports that in recent years the seals havc been arriving in these
waters earlier than in thc past (G. Stenson, Dept. cif Fisheries and Oceans, St. lohn's,
Canada, pers. comin.). Thus, a third possibility is that the polar cod moved eastward to
avoid the seals, although it is known that thc seals also occur on the middlc rind outer sheIf.
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The change in polar cod distribution mayaIso be related direclly to changes in
physical factors rather than io changes in the biot,i,c environment. For example, Monstad
and Gjosaeter (1987) reported that polar cod in the Barents Sea ,vere distributed further to
the west when ,vater temperatures were low. The temperature of water on the shelf off
southern Labradorand eastern Ne\\~foundlandwas below the long-term mean during most
years since the eady 1980s and was far below normal in 1990-1993 (Colboume, et aI., 1994).
Perhaps the eastward shHt in polar cod distribution was related to an easterly extension of
cold water. However, an eastward shHt was not observed during an earlier cold period in
1984-1985.

Additional study is required to clarify the compiex lnfluence or multiple cffccts oE
capelin, cod, seals, and wah~r temperature on the increase in polar cod abundance since the
mid-1980s and the change in polar cod distribution in the 1990s.
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Table l. Selected data for bottom-trawl surveys in Divisions 2J3K and 3L in the autumns of 1978-1993. AN = ALFRED
NEEDLER, ATC = A. T. CAMERON, GA = GADUS ATLANTICA, WT = WILFRED TEMPLEMAN.

Stations with Percentiles oft
Sampling dates Numberof polar cod polar cod catches

Year Div. ShipfI'rip (d/mo.-d/mo.) stations occupied No. % 50 75 95 Max.

1978 213K GA 15 04/11-27111 125 15 12 0.34 0.9 3 3

1979 213K GA 29 15/11-04/12 124 53 43 0.09 0.3 3 6

1980 213K GA 44 22/11-08/12 134 28 21 0.10 0.7 9 10

1981 213K GA 58,59 14/11-13/12 224 61 27 0.40 1.2 4 15
3L ATC 323,325 03/10-18/11 97 21 22 0.02 0.2 1 1

1982 213K GA 71,72 30/10-08112 303 123 41 0.20 0.6 3 6
3L ATC 333,334 30/10-06112 121 22 18 0.05 0.1 < 1 < 1

1983 213K GA 86-88 28/10-07/12 255 77 30 0.20 1.3 5 20
3L Wf7-9 13110-14/11 126 33 26 0.10 0.4 2 4 ~

~

1984 213K GA 101-103 27/10-05/12 262 77 29 0.50 1.6 5 6

1985 213K GA 116-118 23/10-02/12 311 149 48 0.30 1.6 11 100
3L Wf 37-39 09/10-18/11 232 70 30 0.10 0.3 1 2

1986 213K GA 131-133 03/11-11112 215 75 35 0.30 1.0 4 13
3L AN 72 13/11-30/11 142 63 44 0.10 0.2 1 2

1987 213K GA 145-147 29/10-08112 288 97 34 0.10 0.4 4 12
3L Wf65 15/10-01111 165 16 10 0.09 0.3 4 4

1988 213K GA 159-161 04/11-13/12 239 120 50 0.25 1.2 9 36
3L Wf78 26/10-13111 189 54 29 0.10 0.2 1 1

1989\ 213K GA 174-176 02/11-19/12 324 131 40 0.82 2.5 14 22
3L Wf87 12/10-31110 195 44 23 0.15 0.3 1 2

1990\ 213K GA 190-192 03/11-19/12 311 99 32 0.24 0.7 4 7
3L Wf 101 18/10-18/11 188 23 12 0.09 0.2 1 1



Table 1. (Cont'd.)

Stations with Percentiles of"
Sampling dates Numberof polar cod polar cod catches

Year Div. Shiprrrip (d/mo.-d/mo.) stations occupied No. % 50 75 95 Max.

1991 ) 2J3K GA 208-210 06/11-17112 313 158 50 0.30 0.8 3 9
3L wr 114,115 08/11-02112 219 49 22 0.05 0.1 < 1 < 1

1992) 2J3K GA 224-226 29/10-09/12 319 191 60 0.35 1.0 3 6
3L wr 129,130 05111-29/11 215 94 44 0.15 0.4 2 4

1993) 2J3K GA 236-238 30/10-06/12 263 150 57 0.56 1.3 4 8
3L wr 145,146 12/11-04/12 153 76 50 0.32 0.9 3 4

1978- 2J3K 4010 1604 40 0.30 1.0 5 100
1993 3L 2042 565 28 0.10 0.3 1 4

" Percentiles are calculated for those stations in which polar cod were recorded in the catch. I-'
) Not directly comparable to 1978-88. In the earlier years, the number of stations allocated to each strstum was roughly proportional to stratum area, whereas in 1989-1993 a few strata were t\.)

allocated a relatively high number of stations.
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